Conceptual Framework of Lean Ergonomics for Assembly Process: PDCA Approach
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to prepare a conceptual framework of hybrid lean and ergonomics for assembly manufacturing process based. The research used PDCA approach as a basis in linking the relationship between lean manufacturing and ergonomics. Comprehensive literature review identify the lean ergonomics issues, best practices, and also the way to improve the ergonomic conditions in the workplace, especially those impacting employees on the assembly process. The findings show that the job design strategies for reducing extreme injuries influence by repetitive tasks. Selections of lean tools and technique, human factors analysis and lean performance measure are the key point on the stages of the PDCA conceptual framework for lean ergonomics in working assembly process. This paper also demonstrates by continuous improvement applied between the elimination of waste and increased productivity and the impacts on the ergonomic conditions to carry out operations and consequently by improving the productivity and well-being of its employees based on implementation of PDCA conceptual frameworks.
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INTRODUCTION

Lean manufacturing can be define as a dynamic process of change driven by a systematic set of principles and best practices aimed at continuous improvement combining the best features of both mass and craft production [1]. It’s aimed to reduce and remove wastes in the production flows from all areas of the stream values [2-3]. Furthermore, lean manufacturing also focused on reducing the cost in organisation’s works flow of the production and supply chain which is can delivering the highest quality product on time [4]. It can be utilised as adding value for the production strategy aiming to eliminate waste, with limited resources and effectively to meet the customers need to beat other companies in competitive world [5]. Nevertheless, lean manufacturing can be mapped for the whole process to identify of each step phase with the information of each step effectiveness during production to achieve higher productivity [6].

The advantages in implementing and strengthening the lean manufacturing through a consistent effort can assist the organization to stimulate the best strategy in dealing with the effect of the current economic downturn. It’s not only increase the level of competitiveness, but also successfully transforms the manufacturing operations to be more dynamic [7]. This allows manufacturers to control the inventory level, optimise the utilisation of work space, and actively monitors the total manufacturing costs efficiently [8]. Therefore, manufacturers can participate actively in revolutionising the manufacturing operations, primarily on increasing the productivity, improving the performance of manufacturing operations as well as financial performance [9]. Besides that, any production issue can be handled with more efficiency, especially in managing the variety of demands in a competitive market environment [10]. This is crucial, primarily for the manufacturer which produces the product that requires high customisation level, in which a high response rate is mandatory [11].
As a philosophy that is conveyed using a multi-dimensional approach, lean manufacturing had offered a diversity of techniques and strategies in revolutionising the manufacturing sector to become more competitive. Based on core concepts to eliminate waste and non-value added activities in operations in order to maximise the value to the customer, lean manufacturing is often used as a benchmark in developing the strategy to increase the operational efficiency [12]. The ability to understand appropriately each of the lean manufacturing techniques and strategies had also proven to improve the operational performance in terms of productivity improvement, cost, and quality for several decades since it was first introduced in the early 90’s [13]. In fact, the outcomes of lean manufacturing implementation in the continuous improvement activities are also benefiting the manufacturers in achieving the sustainability in manufacturing (manufacturing performance indicators) [14]. Besides, the cost of operations can be significantly reduced, especially when the inventory can be managed and controlled at the minimal level [15].

Ergonomics is a method of designing workstations work practices and flow to accommodate the abilities of employees to achieve and maintain high level employee’s productivity [16]. Ergonomics involve design of workplace, equipment machine tool, product, environment and system and take it into consideration of the human’s physiological and psychological capabilities and optimising the efficiency of the productivity of work system. Ergonomics related to the design of methods and processes can help eliminate or decrease work related risks as well as improve the quality and productivity [17]. Kamala et al. 2016 [18] describes ergonomics as human factor, is the understanding of interactions of humans and other elements in system and other elements of a system to optimise human being and overall system performance. It is also considers both a social goal and economic goal. The main goal of ergonomics is to develop and implemented the man adaptation techniques, efficiency and safest ways in order to optimize the well-being and thus that would increase the productivity [6].

Manufacturing companies face challenges in handling dynamic customer demands, fluctuating material needs and requirements on sustainability regarding economic, environmental and social aspects. These challenges result in increasingly complex production and process systems, especially regarding assembly process [19]. The assembly processes in the most manufacturing company systems are usually conducted by the employees manually with minor levels of mechanisation because of the high cost of automated assembly operations [20]. The organisations always think and find the way to enhance the productivity and efficiency of the assembly line to eliminate waste from the problems. Numerous publications in the area of machine assembly line found that operating the assembly lines has many unsolved problems that considers the design for assembly processes, and enumerates the components of performance, processes and comparative economics regarding several types of machine assembly systems [21-23]. In addition, Lee et al. [24] have found that the modelling of assembly processes, and their solutions and quality of processes also considered as problems in machine assembly line. The application of the Kaizen approach to enhance the efficiency of assembly processes, thereby boosting productivity, lowering costs, and implementing waste reduction [25]. Villarreal and Alanis, [26], assembly processes, which consider practical aspects of finishing, packaging, and automation, are represented in the machine assembly process. Problems in assembly process states may lead to the employee’s safety and health in human factors in terms of ergonomics problem.

The basic conceptual framework is proposed to tackle and identify the problems on the assembly process is based on the PDCA conceptual frameworks. The acronyms is define as P “Plan”, D “Do”, C “Check” and A “Act” to brings the view of the whole assembly process during working time and conditions to prevent from the lean ergonomics problems for waste elimination. Walther Shewart was designed this conceptual framework known as the Plan-Do-Check-Act standard for Quality Management authority W Edwards Deming [27]. The PDCA conceptual framework is used to support and coordinate daily routine management, general problem solving processes, continuous improvement efforts and also supports in assembly process for product development [28]. PDCA conceptual framework can be as indicator to measure the performance and the best way to understanding and create vision in improving the assembly process [29]. Lean manufacturing has been analyse of the revised process, existing process, and
Recent studies show that many researchers had tried to improve the integration of ergonomic and lean manufacturing for productivity improvement. Besides, many articles found that hidden wastes in lean manufacturing had significant correlated to the human factors [33-35]. Ergonomics injuries and illnesses such as carpal tunnel syndrome, tendinitis and musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) rate are increasing which cut across all industries and occupations. In fact, ergonomics issues may lead the negative impact on the employees and psychological strain [36-37]. Ergonomics and production requirements are generally seen as one of factors strongly related to the lean manufacturing process [5]. The study found that ergonomics can give impact either decrease or increase the cost of production on employees health and safety [38-40]. By the relatively higher risk associated with older employees, obesity and uncontrolled blood pressure can drive to additional negative financial impacts to organisation because substantially higher costs for insurance and claims [16]. Attaran and Wargo, [41] also reported progressive organisations use ergonomics in a proactive way to prevent problems can give good return, reduced injury and costs, and also improved quality. However, all this issues can be prevent if development of conceptual framework of hybrid lean manufacturing and ergonomics (lean ergonomics approach) using PDCA conceptual frameworks applied during assembly process. This paper is organised as follows: the research method followed by flow chart lean manufacturing and ergonomics reviews. Next, the general information and production processes on development of conceptual framework integrating lean manufacturing and ergonomics based on PDCA conceptual frameworks. The paper ends with conclusions and recommendations for future research in section 4.

RESEARCH METHOD

The research method for the study is divided into two phases. The first phase is focusing on literature review which is identification, analyse and interpretation the information of the study. Identify the key elements to determine the major factors to implement the lean manufacturing and ergonomics. Analysis method, framework, approach, finding and the limitation from the implementation of lean manufacturing and ergonomics in various papers is the main point to get the information’s from the literature review. Its primary used to highlight the importance information required and provide a comprehensive background [42]. Basic body of literature review focusing on the implementation of the lean manufacturing and ergonomics was used to summarise the existing research by identifying the related issues [43]. The major factors found that the lean and ergonomics was the key element in this study and may lead to find the suitable or exact tools for the lean ergonomics problems [6]. Analysis and interpretation on the details criterion to obtain further in-depth information on the lean ergonomics was done. There are certain information was identified from the implementing the lean ergonomics based on human factor issues. If the elements are not clearly classified based on the major contribution and influenced the lean manufacturing and ergonomics, the revision on the classification categories were carried out. Therefore, only related paper and method to synthesise on existing research to the topics were choose to be discussed to ensure each criteria was accurate and unbiased [44].

The second phase is focusing on development of conceptual frameworks of lean ergonomics approach. The PDCA approaches are used in this study. The information serve as a body of the knowledge in identifying and assessing the benefit obtained from the implementing the lean ergonomics on each key elements found before on the first phase [45].

DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK INTEGRATING LEAN MANUFACTURING AND ERGONOMICS

Its start with plan at the first stage which is assembly process in production and product development that may viewed to job design for the whole process including to the selection of lean tool and technique. Do is the which is mean more about analyse the ergonomic risk factor and also include the selection of lean tool and technique. After that, in the next stage is check, analysis on the human factor analysis can effect to the employees. Act is the last part on stage four, considering lean
performance measure. Stage 1 until stage 4 is reverse process until the problems settle. In this conceptual framework, it is focusing on the waste eliminates in term of human factor. All the lean tools should be synchronising to the human factors for the employee’s safety and comfortable. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed conceptual frameworks based on PDCA’s point views.

Stage 1: Plan

The conceptual framework of lean ergonomics start with the organisation planning that creates job design for the whole process on the production line. Job design can be define as fulfill the employee’s needs and alternating employees between jobs and tasks (standard of operation) that involve with different skills and responsibility [46]. Job design have been used by organisation to eliminate waste based from preventing on repetitive jobs and objective of production for reduce time and production costs in assembly process [47]–[49]. Cristini and Pozzoli, [50] pointed job design can be motivate the organisation because job design were part of a lean production system and total quality, focused on the employees requirements with more autonomy during working time in production system. In addition, job design are also commonly recommended to moderate continuous exposure to ergonomics risk factors for MSDs [51–53].

The planning of job design show a discrepancy across each professional sector, which is necessary to the success of the involvement [54]. The successful also depends on employee’s training in several jobs and the specific parameters needed in generating more effective job design in prevention and risk control of MSDs [55]. Furthermore, the planning needs to identify organizational demands, physical, and cognitive; to determine exposure levels; and to evaluate and define how the job design planning created.

Guimarães et al. [56] found that employees need to be trained in every job to develop competence and skills and to ensure process and product quality. The planning and implementation also needs to consider on the psychosocial and environmental factors can affect employees health outcomes and the success of the health promotion and prevention programs [57]. In terms of MSDs, alternation strategies for employees between task with different levels of exposure and employees demands may lead to selection of lean tools and technique [58–59]. In this paper, the job designs are pointing to the two parameters in one time which is ergonomics risk factors and selection of lean tools and technique.

The important of the job design to the assembly process is to control/ manage the works flow and also to make sure the employees follow the works specification and safety. Clegg and Spencer, [60] found that the time lags involved in the process can avoided if the planning of job design in assembly process are good. The job design at a workstation influenced the performance of assembly process in terms of support process, manufacturing flexibility, works task efficiency and materials planning [61]. In addition, major impact of the material planning method on assembly process is based on the job design.
and planning [62-63]. To reduce the non value added time in assembly process need to have good job design and planning in lean production [64].

Stage 2: Do

In the second stage of the frameworks, there are two points of view potential solution proposed which is ergonomic risk factors and selection of lean tool and technique. Ergonomics is interaction between human and machine that refers to the set of disciplines that studies the organization of the works [6]. Previous studies reported, it also can be define as the design of the workplace, environment, equipment, tool, machine, product and system, and also considered the psychological capabilities, physical, biomechanical, physiological, and optimising productivity and effectiveness of work system while assuring the safety, wellbeing of the employer, and health [65]. Ergonomics is aiming not to fit the individual to the task, but to fit the task to the individual in term of human factors. Ergonomics risk factor is any unnatural posture that involves during working position, a not suitable twisted trunk or/ and extended arm position can cause fatigue and reducing also the production output for the company [66]. All the factors can be easier to facing the ergonomic risk factor are climate/ weather (hot and cold) that will change the physical environmental. Jekayinfa, 2007 [67] found that the individual characteristic, age, physical fitness, nutritional, health state, sex and body size also can be the factors and also because of the psychology, economical, technological, cultural and organisational factors also act upon employees working capability and production.

Kleiner & Webster’s, [68] study of ergonomics found the most common injuries that occur (ergonomics risk factor) when poor ergonomics features is Repetitive Motion Injuries/ Repetitive Stress Injuries (RMI/ RSI), MSD and Cumulative Trauma Disorders (CTD), including the tendinitis, lower back pain, carpal tunnel syndrome and similar afflications that cause from the repeated motion over a period of time, and also can effect to the other body parts in many ways. Bad ergonomics design also can cause the symptom for the bad injuries to the employees and also all the physical problems or injuries lead to inability or limitation to works. This is because of the repetitive stress/ motion injuries that only because of the poor ergonomics design. Based on that case, there is the one of the important thing to study on selection of lean tools and ergonomics risk factor. There are numerous reasons justified by the manufacturing industry and described in the literature for using an ergonomics risk factor organizational strategy to get the ideas for using lean manufacturing tools [49, 59]. The review also presented that study on ergonomics risk factor will improve the musculoskeletal health and job rotation for better right choose of the lean tools [69].

The lack of manufacturing management’s methods for solving problems such as project delays because of the ergonomics risk factor may lead the companies find for the solution for cost effectiveness improvement methods and time efficient on the project development cycle [70]. To face the problems, organisation should be find the best of lean manufacturing tools and technique. Lean manufacturing tools and techniques play a vital role in the effective development process in reducing process completion time, hours, design and supply chain management integration, process control, flexibility, environmental sustainability and increased the quality of products [71–74]. In an analysis of lean manufacturing tools and technique, Schweikhart and Dembe [75] found that the successful or failure in any companies is based on the proper prioritisation and the choice of appropriate lean tools. If poor decision making in the lean manufacturing tools implementation for companies improvement and performance cannot be achieved.

A key aspect of lean manufacturing tools and technique is participants from all the employer from the top management to the all employees [76]. Lean manufacturing tools and technique is depending on the choice of the tools suitable to the workers conditions during production process including the workplace, knowledge, type of process, skills and the available resources to prevent from ergonomics risk factors [75, 77]. According to Koay and Sorooshian, [78] and Abdul Rahman et al. [79], right choosing on lean manufacturing tools and technique that based on the employees feelings and conditions can lead to better delivery system and process, environmental sustainability, increasing productivity and safety and health, financial performance and achieved customers requirements. The tools and technique should be appropriate for human factors to prevent waste from workers accident that can lead to injuries, hours claim, sick leave and claim, insurance and etc.
Eliminating waste in assembly process for improving quality, reducing cost and staying competitive will be increase and achieve when the efficient knowledge about ergonomics risk factors and the lean manufacturing tools and techniques for manpower (employees) implement in the companies. By implement lean tools and techniques, Zhang and Chen, [80] saying that the knowledge creation to become more holistic and efficient management system and lead to improve lean performance for man power in the assembly process and at the same time, the safety of the employees also emphasized. Lean tools and technique supported technical aspects and optimisation of human factors in design of production system especially in assembly process [53, 81]. Using this approach, researchers have been analysed the impact on productivity levels based on the workplace, incorporating lean technique for man power [34, 82-83].

Stage 3: Check

Research on the lean waste elimination has been mostly saying that educating or practices in personal on knowledge of lean manufacturing can approaching continuous improvement cultures, may lead to change that facilitate ongoing quality improvement [84]. Hamid, [85] identified critical success factors for lean manufacturing, which is eight internal organisational factors and two external factors. The internal organisational factor is top management, training and education, thinking development, employees, working culture, communication, resource and business planning. The external factor is customer focus and government intervention. Much of the lean manufacturing research focused on identifying and evaluating that the top management is the key on success factor either the study was focused on specific countries, big company or organisation and also small medium enterprise (SMEs) [86]. The top management is the checker or examiner for the whole process in the company especially in assembly process to make sure to reduce and eliminate waste in assembly process during production. Similarly, Salonitis and Tsinopoulos, and Zargun and Al-Ashaab [87-88] found that the top management involvement and commitment as critical success factors that required by the leadership for a successful implementation and need to be firm and inspiring, relentless and resilient, demanding and forgiving, focused and flexible. Development of employees and performance in assembly process and other process in company is responsible to the top management, manager, and also respect to each other’s including periodic checklist for the employees [89]. Most of the employees give all the commitment to the company if the top management give the good service including the knowledge and practices on safety during works. Based on the management investigation, to educate and train the employees on the principles of lean manufacturing is the one of the important thing [90].

Involvement of the employees in implementing of lean manufacturing is also critical for the success. Ergonomics which mean human factors is the main obstacle in implementing lean manufacturing because employees tend to resist change or backslide to old ways doing things [8]. Therefore, the point successful the lean manufacturing is based on the employee’s safety and comfortable to prevent from employee disappears. Smith [39], Vieira et al. [83] and Aqlan, [91] found that from workers interview and questionnaires on the case study analysis of the effect of lean manufacturing on worker safety and health have reported increased health, job satisfaction and job motivation will increase the workers performance and the consequently, can avoid from excessive fatigue and accidental injuries and also worker perceive better working conditions. Increasing the injury will disturbed the lean manufacturing process in the long term, the economic saving from quality, productivity and efficiency improvements pay for the higher cost of employee’s compensation claims for medical [92]. Designing the machine that can match to the workers/ operators abilities to achieve maximum safety, comfort and efficiency can improve production and reduce work fatigue [93]. Based on that case, study on ergonomics analysis or human factor analysis are the key to reduce waste value creation in lean manufacturing strategy [5]. Human factors analysis is about employee’s suitable posture during working time. Positively impacts on safety and ergonomics issue when repetitive task or job on employees. The organisation should be committing its time and resources for ergonomics or human factor analysis to get positive returns, reduced injury and cost and also improve quality.

There are several ergonomics or human factor analysis assessment tools that can be used that may assist in analysing risk factors during assembly process. Ergonomics Risk Assessment (ERA) is the method used for the ergonomics evaluation risk factors that may
cause harm for the employees. The main concerns in the ergonomics risk assessment in manufacturing production line are divided into three which are environment, human and machine. The intensive developments of ergonomics in the past few decades have been resulting in numerous different methods for ergonomic assessment and improve working conditions [94]. Variety of ergonomics risk factors can be associated with those three causes. All these risk factors give huge implications to the human. In this review paper, Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) and Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA) are the tools to measuring the ergonomics factors effect. RULA is a method in postural targeting for estimating the risk of work related upper limb disorders while REBA is focusing on the risk of work related entire body disorders estimation. Ansari and Sheikh, [17] in their project applied RULA and REBA as their assessment which successfully specifies that the workers of small scale industry situated at MIDC Wardha (Maharashtra, India) are working above limit. Both assessment gives quick and systematic evaluation of the complete body postural risk to a worker which is these ergonomics tools end up with score mark [95].

Stage 4: Acts

In last stage of PDCA conceptual framework is act which mean to understanding the best solution in implementation of lean ergonomics approaches. The process will re-do and investigate all over again from the start job design if the lean performance measure shows not give an impact on the assembly process. Lean performance measure is the study suggested that can give advanced level of lean ergonomics implementation and have achieved better operational performance. The importance of lean performance measure on organisation performance is to choose the best solution from implementing lean ergonomics before come out the standard of operational result in assembly process. The lean performance measure based on tools and techniques are widely used for lean ergonomics implementation in the industry [96]. Cua et al. [2] from the research found that163 plants in Italy, UK, USA, Germany, and Japan observed positive impact on manufacturing performances (quality, cost, flexibility and delivery) when right chosen of lean performance measure were jointly implemented.

The operational performance measure will shows the result on the employee’s performance productivity, first pass correct output, and including cost of conversion, inventory, manufacturing lead time, and space requirement [97]. It is important to note that first pass correct output in lean performance measure in all stages to be the major motivator for implementing lean ergonomics approach in assembly process to saving in company cost not repeated the step. Ghosh, [98] was found in the research that the impact of the lean manufacturing practices on the manufacturing lead time, productivity, and first pass correct output is depends on the assembly process during lean performance measurement. Therefore, understanding the lean performance measurement in relation between lean ergonomics will help increasing the company’s profits during assembly process [83]. Poor lean ergonomics factors can lead to the poor quality of the products, poor productivity and can cause the accidents due to the employees during works in assembly process and may effected to the lean performance measurement. That’s mean, when the accident is happened; there are some problems to the company because the organisation management’s responsibilities to reduce or eliminate the unsafe acts or unsafe conditions/areas lead to accidents. The lean ergonomic concept should be applies to all employees that control/ works with machine, effective handling and avoiding from extremely focus to the implementing works on employees during working time in assembly process [99].

In all the studies reviewed, companies need to take seriously about this issues and also to the employees need have their own knowledge about lean ergonomics during in assembly process [53, 81]. Lean performance measure in lean ergonomics increased the company’s efficiency and productivity profits, comfortable of employees and health, increase safety, prevent form accidents and errors, and also reduce the danger during the assembly process. Every single thing should be check and analyse from the starting process until the finish product and ready for the delivery to the customers to get better and correct body movement adopted by employees, body posture, used tools/equipments, environmental physical factors that framing the works and also including the way of handling the ergonomics inventories, furniture and machinery, tooling, providing working and job methods, the ways of identification through property methodologies, awareness, training and information on the most method.
appropriately and technique to carry out the jobs or task [99]. The lean ergonomics knowledge should be applied for the working conditions, station to stations to carry out and perform the activities and operations in assembly process for the better lean performance measurement. In that ways, the company’s objective and target to increase the profit at the same times to take care the employees working issues can be achieved.

CONCLUSION

This study has identified on determine the relationship of the lean manufacturing correlated to ergonomics by development of PDCA lean ergonomics conceptual framework approaches based literature review. The PDCA conceptual framework approach linked lean manufacturing and ergonomics in assembly process. The findings showed that lean manufacturing in the assembly process focused on eliminate waste that can give benefit to the company and cost reduction and also improvement on the process of the production system. Ergonomics focused on interactions of human and machine that can reduce employees physical stress for the employee’s safety and comfortable during works for assembly process. The job design strategy is the standard of operational job task for assembly process to control and prevent on repetitive tasks. The job design and ergonomics risk factor may lead on the selections of lean tools and technique. The top management is responsible as checker or examiner and the way of assessment tools used that may assist in analysing risk factors during assembly process for human factor analysis. Lean performance measure is the point for the best solution chosen on the stages of the PDCA conceptual framework for lean ergonomics in assembly process. In relation based on PDCA conceptual framework, lean manufacturing is to eliminate waste (reduce cost) and ergonomics is to employees comfortable and safety is very important for the effective performance for the companies.

However, research on the lean ergonomics assembly process based on the development PDCA conceptual framework on lean ergonomics approach need to be continuously improvised for better relationship between employees and company. The main objective of the companies want to eliminate waste from lean manufacturing should synchronies with the nature of the employees conditions, comfortable and safety to prevent from defect on the system and employees physical stress during assembly process. The limitation in this review study is only limit and focus on the assembly process. Further study should be considering other type of manufacturing system to better understanding the relations between lean manufacturing and ergonomics. Besides, future studies might improve this conceptual framework by considering lean’s seven wastes relations to the human factors. It is also suggested to work on the case study to illustrate the implementation of the proposed framework in the real system that may give big impact to the employee’s conditions can be suggest.
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